UNITED BOTTLES & PACKAGING

GPI 33/400 WOOD HEAD
39MM X 15MM CLOSURE
CD079
Caps and Accessories

New

THIS PRODUCT FILE WAS GENERATED ON SEPTEMBER 24, 2021

BOTTLE SPECIFICATIONS
All product specifications are provided as an indication only and do not extend our limited
warranty. The customer remains responsible for the suitability of the product.

Diameter

1.54 in / 39mm

Height

0.59 in / 15mm

Color
Availability
Caps per box
Minimum order

RELATED PRODUCTS

OSAKA 750ML
SP079

Ebony
Ask sale representative
1800
1 box - 1800 units

UNITED BOTTLES & PACKAGING

BE UNIQUE

SHIPPING AND
DELIVERY

When it comes to glass packaging, your product stands

Whether you need bulk or cased bottles, we’ve got you

out or blends in by the quality and unicity of the design.

covered! For bulk shipping, bottles are perfectly aligned

We can help turn your vision into reality. From fully

on pallets to avoid any breakage during transport.

custom to embossing on standard bottles, we can assist

Bottles shipped in boxes are protected by spacers that

you throughout the entire process to enhance your

are placed between each bottle.

brand. It is also possible to personalise closures and
packaging boxes to complement your branding.

All our shipments are carefully stretch-wrapped to
ensure their safe delivery. Most orders will be shipped
out 48 hours after they are placed.

OUR
WAREHOUSES
CANADA
— Laval, Quebec
— Port Coquitlam, British Columbia

UNITED STATES
— Austin, Texas
— Denver, Colorado

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to be recognized as the most reliable, innovative and customer driven distributor of high-quality glass
bottles and related packaging, in North America.

We offer a wide range of classic, modern and creative products, specifically designed for the needs of most beverage
industries. We are dedicated on providing an exceptional customer experience. More than just a distributor, we offer
product knowledge and guidance, market expertise, support and service.

Toll-free 1 877 762-1867

Email info@unitedbottles.com

1400 Dagenais West, Laval (Quebec) H7L 5C7, Canada

Website www.unitedbottles.com

